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Medication Intervention for HIV-Infected Adults

Results of an Antiretroviral Adherence
Intervention: STAR (Staying Healthy:
Taking Antiretrovirals Regularly)
Debra A. Murphy, PhD, William D. Marelich, PhD, Neil B. Rappaport, PhD,
Dannie Hoffman, MA, and Charles Farthing, MD

A randomized 2-group medication adherence intervention
is evaluated with HIV-infected adults (N = 141) assessed at
baseline, 3-, and 9-month follow-ups. Cognitive (self-efficacy,
behavioral intent), mental health (depression, well-being),
and substance use indicators were the outcome measures.
In addition, a posttest-only analysis from 3 to 9 months
evaluates intervention impact on antiretroviral adherence,
measured through Medication Event Monitoring System
and pill counts. Compared to the standard care group, the
intervention group showed significant increases in adherence self-efficacy and behavioral intent at 3 and 9 months
and marginal improvements in mental health. Although the
standard care group had higher adherence at 3 months (no
baseline data were available prior to intervention), intervention group patients showed significant increases in
adherence from 3 to 9 months. Although adherence levels
achieved by intervention patients may not be sufficient for
virological control, this is one of the first studies to provide
promising results of longer term effectiveness of a behavioral adherence intervention.
Keywords: experimental design; sampling (experimental); human
immunodeficiency virus; maintenance therapy; drug therapy

Adherence is defined as the extent to which a
patient’s health-related behaviors correspond with
medical advice.1 Over the past 3 decades, for many
different diseases, noncompliance has been a significant problem for medical practice. So although
adherence is not a new problem, the scope of the
issues associated with adherence to highly active antiretroviral treatment (HAART) for HIV has not been
seen before for other illnesses.
Nonadherence to antiretroviral therapy has been
noted as one of the greatest public health challenges
associated with the management of HIV/AIDS.2 Even
occasional nonadherence to antiretrovirals can have
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a major negative impact on the benefits of treatment.
A decrease of 10% in adherence has been associated
with a doubling of the HIV ribonucleic acid (RNA)
level, suggesting that small differences in adherence
can result in major differences in virological control.3
Consequently, even interventions that only increase
adherence levels moderately could have important clinical significance for patients. Successful long-term
treatment of HIV/AIDS requires at least 95% adherence to HAART to prevent emergence of drug-resistant HIV, which can lead to regimen failure and may
also limit future therapy options.3,4 Therefore, HIVinfected patients are in the extremely difficult position of needing to strive for “perfect” (100%)
adherence.
In addition to adherence being beneficial to
patients, there are considerable public health benefits when HIV-infected patients meet adherence criteria. Poor adherence may engender public health
concern given the potential for the rapid development of medication-resistant strains of HIV.3 This
may have serious consequences for the public3,5 due
to potential transmission of drug-resistant HIV by
nonadherent patients, resulting in increased virulence of the mutated strains.
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Studies of HAART adherence indicate that adherence is poor for adolescents, adult women, and adult
men.3,6-9 For example, Roca, Gomez, and Arnedo10
found that after a median follow-up of 12 months,
only 46% of patients showed adequate adherence.
Adherence rates in HIV-positive adults have been
found to range from approximately 20% to 70% or
80%, with rates likely to be lower with more complex
combination therapies. The majority of studies have
found adherence rates well below the necessary 95%,
and a substantial proportion of HIV-infected patients
do not achieve or sustain maximal reductions in
viral load.11
Interventions to assist patient adherence are
urgently needed. In a 2002 review, Fogarty et al12
reported on 16 HIV medication adherence interventions, only 5 of which were randomized clinical trials.
Evidence of effectiveness was weak: 4 of the studies
found no difference in adherence between treatment
and control groups. The fifth study, a directly observed
therapy intervention, found only temporary effects
that ended when patients were no longer observed.
In a later review article, Simoni, Frick, Pantalone, and
Turner13 conducted an examination of 21 studies of
antiretroviral adherence. The majority were feasibility or pilot studies without sufficient follow-up after
the intervention to evaluate sustainability of effects,
and many found no effects of the intervention. The
encouraging evidence of the randomized control
trials suggests that there might be some promise in
cognitive-behavioral educational interventions based
on self-efficacy theory, pharmacist-led individualized
interventions, or a combination of cue-dose training
and monetary reinforcement. However, even among
studies that did find intervention effects, there were
often only transient improvements.14
Findings from adherence interventions published
since those reviews have also not been promising
overall. For example, well-received reminder devices
have not been found to affect adherence among HIVpositive women.15 In one of the larger studies (N = 174),
which was a randomized trial of an intensive 10-session
cognitive-behavioral stress management and expressive supportive therapy intervention, the intervention
did not improve adherence.16 As Rigsby et al noted,17
no intervention has been shown to improve objectively verified adherence in a randomized controlled
trial. The one exception is the recent study by
Andrade et al, which showed a reminder device did
lead to better adherence for HAART patients with
memory impairment.18
The conceptual model for our intervention was based
on social cognitive theory,19 which emphasizes the roles
of outcome expectancies, self-efficacy beliefs, and
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reinforcement for implementing behavioral change.
The theory posits that behavior change requires:
(1) accurate information to increase awareness and
knowledge of health risks and benefits; (2) skills
acquisition that allows for effective health behavior
implementation; (3) development of self-efficacy, usually through observation of modeling, guided practice,
and corrective feedback on skill performances; and
(4) creation of supportive reinforcement for behavior
change. The fields of behavioral medicine, health psychology, and health behavior change have given rise
to social learning principles that have been used to
assist in improving other health behaviors (eg, smoking cessation, cardiovascular risk reduction, management of chronic pain, reducing the conditioned
negative effects of chemotherapy in the treatment of
cancer, and risk reduction for obesity and substance
use20,21). Specific to medication adherence, behavior
change strategies have been found to be successful in
improving adherence.13 In addition, social support
has been found to be related to adherence22 as has
various psychosocial and mental health issues,6,11,12
and lower health literacy has been found to be associated with higher viral load.23
In the current study, these 3—components behavior change strategies, social support, and simplified
patient education information—were included in
the intervention trial. Moreover, it is essential to
place health psychology interventions in the general
context of health care systems,20 because psychological interventions complement and work in conjunction with biomedical interventions. Therefore,
the intervention was interdisciplinary. Group facilitators consisted of a cognitive-behavioral psychologist and a nurse practitioner. It was hypothesized
that patients assigned to the intervention condition
would be more likely to be adherent to antiretroviral medications than those patients in the standard
care condition (ie, control condition). It was also
hypothesized that patients assigned to the intervention condition would report improved mental
health and affective status, self-efficacy and behavioral intent for adherence, substance use, and levels
of social support.

Method
Participants
A total of 141 individuals met the recruitment
requirements and provided data for the current
study. Participants were recruited from an HIV clinic
through physician referral and flyers posted in clinic
waiting rooms. Eligibility criteria were as follows: 18
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years of age or over; HIV diagnosis; prescribed
HAART; nonadherent to antiretroviral medication
regimen; English-speaking; receiving care at AIDS
Healthcare Foundation (AHF); CD4 count > 100; no
opportunistic infections occurring 1 month prior to
enrollment (CD4 count and opportunistic infection
criteria recommended July 18, 2000, by Michael
Samson, Los Angeles County Department of Health
Services and faculty member at the 5P21/Rand
Schrader Clinic; such criteria would include patients
whose health was challenged by the chronic illness of
HIV/AIDS but who could reasonably be expected to
participate in an extended intervention and assessment study); no participation in any other medication adherence study; no current participation in a
clinical trial; and no psychiatric condition (eg, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder especially if associated
with delusions or hallucinations) that would make
them unable to participate in a group experience, as
assessed by the referring physician and/or their staffobserved interactions during enrollment and screening using the clinic’s standard practice for such
assessments.
In addition, participants had to miss medication
doses at least once a week to be eligible. Nonadherence was established by (1) referral by a clinic physician as having adherence problems with HAART and
(2) response to a screening instrument stating that
each study participant skipped medications at least
once a week.
Participants provided written informed consent
for the study, including consent to medical record
abstraction. Initial eligibility as to diagnosis, receipt
of any medication currently listed in AMA guidelines
as HAART, CD4 count, opportunistic infections, and
participation in other studies were verified through
chart abstraction. CD4 and HIV viral loads were performed, usually via Labcorp, on average, about every
3 months at the recruitment agency.

Assessment Procedures
Interviews were conducted at baseline; immediate
postintervention; and 3, 9, and 15 months postintervention, using computer-assisted personal interviewing.
For the current study, only the baseline and 3- and
9-month follow-up assessments were included; immediate postintervention was removed because it provided
little information regarding long-term intervention
effectiveness (preliminary findings generally showed
increases postintervention), and 15-month follow-up
was removed due to attrition. The interviews took
about 75 minutes to complete. Participants were paid
$20 for each assessment interview and $25 for each
pill count/MEMS reading. Medical chart abstraction

was conducted within 1 month of all assessment
points to obtain viral load and CD4 counts.

Intervention Procedures
Computer-randomized numbers were used to assign
participants to either the intervention or the standard
care condition. Following randomization, baseline
interviews were conducted. Ten groupings/waves of
the cognitive-behavioral intervention to improve
medication adherence were conducted. Waves consisted of 6 to 8 participants per condition and were
mixed gender; when women were part of an intervention, at least 3 women were assigned to each condition for that wave. Standard care was the regular
care provided by the clinic and consisted of addressing
and monitoring adherence during all HIV primary
care encounters, incorporation of adherence goals in
all patient treatment plans, and increasing intensity of
clinical monitoring and recruiting additional health
team members for brief counseling when indicated.
The intervention sessions were led by a cognitivebehavioral psychologist and a nurse. Facilitators followed a detailed content and procedures manual for
intervention delivery. Intervention participants attended
a series of 5 weekly sessions and 4 later booster sessions. They were paid $15 for each session attended.
Intervention Description
The five 90-minute intervention sessions were developed using a combination of behavioral and cognitive-behavioral techniques, as well as simplified
patient information about HIV/AIDS and social support. Examples of cognitive-behavioral techniques
were problem-solving strategies, communication skills
development (eg, assertiveness skills to ask questions
of a health care provider), and reframing/relabeling
procedures; all cognitive-behavioral instruction included
practice exercises (role-plays) with coaching provided
by the facilitators. Behavioral strategies included
simple reminder strategies, self-monitoring techniques, reinforcement strategies, and medication
preparations systems. These techniques helped form
the initial foundation of each participant’s individualized adherence program (IAP). The main philosophical objective across sessions was to redefine
each participant’s IAP using their increased knowledge base, personal experiences (previous successes
or failures), and adherence skills level. Full details of
the intervention may be requested from the authors.
In addition to the 5 sessions, 4 one-hour booster
sessions were scheduled for each group. Two weekly
booster sessions, 1 week apart, were conducted at
midpoint between the last intervention session and
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the 3-month follow-up assessment, and again at midpoint between the 3- and 9-month assessments. Boosters
included review of the intervention and participant
experiences since the last session, a Jeopardy-like
adherence game, and continued review of barriers to
adherence and problem solving.

Assessment: Adherence
Self-reported adherence to dose and schedule. Three measures of adherence to antiretroviral medications were
obtained using the Adult AIDS Clinical Trials Group
(AACTG) Adherence Baseline Questionnaire.24 Respondents were asked to report the following for each
of their antiretroviral medications: (1) name of drug,
(2) prescribed doses per day, (3) prescribed number
of pills per dose, and (4) any special instructions
regarding food/liquid restrictions. Participants were
then asked to state the number of pills and doses they
took for each identified medication yesterday, the day
before yesterday, and last Saturday.
Schedule for assessment of pill counts and MEMS.
Adherence data were collected using the Medication
Event Monitoring System (MEMS; Aardex USA,
Union City, CA) and pill counts beginning 2 months
postintervention. Subsequent measurement of these
adherence measures corresponded with the 3- and
9-month follow-up assessment interviews.
Pill counts. Compliance measured by pill count is
defined as the number of capsules dispensed per
month minus the number of capsules remaining in
the vial at month’s end, divided by the number of
capsules dispensed per month, × 100.25 Research and
clinic staff developed a pill count schedule series (to
be initiated after completion of the intervention sessions) that would measure adherence at monthly
intervals to match the 3- and 9-month follow-up
assessment interviews. Each “series” consisted of 3
counts: (1) a count 1 month before a follow-up assessment interview (to be used as a starting count), (2) a
count at the assessment interview, and (3) a count 1
month after the assessment interview. For the current
study, the counts used to derive adherence rates were
the second and third pill counts at the 3-month assessment interview to ensure an adherence percentage
for participants who missed the first count in this
series, and the first and second counts at the 9-month
assessment. Pill counts were completed at the clinic.
In the rare circumstance when pill bottles were not
brought in (the incentive paid to clients helped limit
any missing counts), patients were rescheduled so
counts could be performed.
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Electronic monitoring of adherence. One month before the
3-month assessment interview, participants were given 1
or 2 types of electronic medication monitoring devices
to monitor either their protease inhibitor or, in the
absence of a protease inhibitor, a nucleoside reverse
transcriptase inhibitor or nonnucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor. The first MEMS device was a medication bottle cap containing microelectronics that
record each time the bottle is opened (child-resistant
caps were provided to participants who requested
them). The second device, called MINI-MEMS, was
given to participants who reported using dosette boxes
or multiple packaging of medication. The device was
installed on mock vials, and participants agreed to open
the mock vial every time they took a dose of the tracked
medication. The MINI-MEMS was incorporated into
the trial due to patient requests for continued use of pill
boxes that assisted them with adherence, and the fact
that previous studies have found that a large portion of
patients report using pill boxes and removing more
than one dose at a time.26-28
Participants were asked to bring their MEMS when
they came in for pill counts, and readings were taken
when pill counts were conducted. Internal circuitry
permitted exclusion of multiple openings separated by
2 or fewer seconds and contains sufficient memory
reserve to record up to 350 consecutive opening
events, and data from the caps can be downloaded for
analysis by microcomputer. Compliance was calculated
as total openings (total openings per inter-visit interval/
total number of pills prescribed for the interval) × 100
and optimal intervals (number of inter-dose intervals
corresponding to the near-optimal hours/total number
of vial openings for the interval) × 100.29
The MEMS provided a continuous, real-time measurement of adherence percentage by day and by
dose. To match the 3- and 9-month assessment interview protocol of the study, adherence percentages
were derived from cap readings taken at the 3- and
9-month assessment interview points (the 3-month
MEMS reading was taken at the 3-month assessment
interview, and the 9-month MEMS reading was taken
1 month after the 9-month assessment interview). To
derive stable estimates, initial adherence percentages
based on less than 20 days of monitoring were
removed from the analysis (only 1 case was removed
using this criterion, whose adherence percentage was
based on only 1 day of monitoring).

Assessment: Mental Health Indicators
and Affective Status
Mental health. The RAND Mental Health Inventory30,31
was administered as a measure of psychological distress
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and well-being. The inventory has 5 factors (anxiety,
depression, loss of behavioral/emotional control, general positive affect, and emotional ties) and 2 higher
order factors (psychological well-being and psychological distress). For the current sample, internal consistency coefficients (Cronbach’s α) for the 5 factors
ranged from .75 to .92, and the correlation between
the 2 higher order factors was –.68 (P < .01).
Depression. Depression was measured using the CES-D32-35;
Internal consistency reliability (Cronbach’s α) for
this sample was .91.
Social support. Social support was measured using the
Social Provisions Scale,36 which assesses overall social
support (Cronbach’s α = .89).
Health-related anxiety. A 4-item scale was administered to
assess health-related anxiety over the past week.37 This
scale taps 4 domains that can be significantly affected
by anxiety: sleep, appetite, social contact, and concentration at school or work (Cronbach’s α = .84).

Assessment: Cognitive Effects (Self-efficacy
and Behavioral Intent)
Self-efficacy for adherence. A 25-item scale was created
based on the AACTG adherence instruments24 and
was administered to assess patient self-efficacy to
carry out important health-related behaviors. Items
addressed issues on communication with clinical staff,
sticking with the treatment schedule, and continuing
with treatment and were scored on a 10-point scale
(higher values indicate greater confidence; Cronbach’s
α = .94).
Behavioral intent. A 5-item measure of behavioral
intent was derived using guidelines for assessing
behavioral determinants developed during the 1991
NIH Theorist’s Workshop.38 The measure explored
intentions relative to adherence to dose, schedule,
and special instructions for antiretroviral medications,
and were rated on a 7-point scale (higher values indicate
greater intent; Cronbach’s α = .81).

Assessment: Substance Use
The NIDA Risk Behavior Assessment Questionnaire39
was used to determine frequency and level of alcohol
and marijuana use in the past 3 months.
Study Design and Analyses
This study consists of 2 complementary designs.
For the mental health, cognitive, and substance use
assessments, a randomized pretest-posttest 2-group

design with repeated assessments was used.40 For the
adherence measures (ie, pill count and MEMS cap), no
pretest assessment was available, and self-report
adherence was not validated by viral load.* Therefore,
the design for the adherence measures reduced to a
randomized 2-group design with repeated assessments,40
also known as a randomized 2-group posttest-only
design. All study patients were analyzed per their
assigned randomized group—known as an “as randomized” or intent-to-treat analysis.
A description of the sample is presented first, followed by least square means and standard errors for all
analysis variables (see Table 1). The model for the mental health, cognitive, and substance use variables was a
2 (group: intervention vs standard care) × 3 (time:
baseline, 3-month, 9-month) between-within design.
Since pill count and MEMS cap data collection began
2 months into the study, only 2 points were used to
assess change (at approximately 3 and 9 months). This
model was a 2 (group: intervention vs standard care) ×
2 (time: 3-month vs 9-month) between-within design.
A mixed-model approach for repeated measures
was employed to evaluate group differences using
SAS Proc Mixed (Ver. 9.0), which uses an algorithm
to retain cases where missing data are evident.41
Simple effects tests were performed on significant
group-by-time interaction effects, focusing on withingroup comparisons across time to evaluate growth or
decline.42 Significant time effects were evaluated
using paired t tests with a Bonferroni adjusted alpha
level (P < .03) to protect against type I error.43
One possible biasing factor in evaluating the
group-by-time interaction effects is preexisting group
differences, which, if evident, could explain significant findings. The t tests were performed examining
preexisting group differences at the initial time
points where any significant interactions were found.
No significant findings at the .01 level were noted,
which included baseline group comparisons for the
randomized 2-group design and 3-month follow-up
group comparisons for the 2-group posttest-only
design used for adherence.

Results
Although 141 patients provided data for the current
study, initially 184 were invited to participate. Of
the initial 184, 15 refused to participate, and another
15 were ineligible: 52% had CD4 counts < 100; 20%
did not meet nonadherence screening criteria; 7%
were not prescribed HAART; 7% were participating
*Unlike the Medication Event Monitoring System and pillcount data, the self-report adherence measures were found to be
unreliable at 3- and 9-month follow-up in conjunction with HIV biomedical markers and were subsequently dropped from analyses.
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—
—
—
—
—
—

1.05
1.00
0.59
0.56
0.99
0.94
1.33
1.26
0.36
0.34
0.17
0.17
1.80
1.71
1.64
1.55
1.34
1.26

—
—
—
—

25.29
26.27
9.84
9.65
21.13
21.92
39.93
37.76
7.92
7.75
4.03
3.86
55.76
52.88
41.20
43.42
72.92
71.71

SE

—
—

M

70.29
69.24

37.99
40.38

52.23
49.53

3.70
3.53

7.21
7.08

37.32
35.29

19.19
20.08

8.68
8.55

23.23
24.31

—
—

—
—

—
—

75.55
74.18

44.41
46.46

59.29
56.23

4.36
4.19

8.63
8.42

42.54
40.23

23.07
23.76

11.00
10.75

27.35
28.23

—
—

—
—

—
—

Upper

95% CI
Lower

Baseline

75.52
75.54

39.44
38.86

56.34
58.13

4.26
4.39

7.85
8.23

40.30
41.66

19.44
19.07

9.11
10.05

24.08
23.59

87.94
79.25

51.61
42.53

67.71
55.17

M

1.56
1.50

2.09
1.99

2.09
2.00

0.21
0.20

0.39
0.38

1.52
1.45

0.98
0.94

0.58
0.56

1.32
1.26

3.96
3.57

8.13
8.53

7.85
8.24

SE

72.46
72.60

35.34
34.96

52.24
54.21

3.85
4.00

7.09
7.49

37.32
38.82

17.52
17.23

7.97
8.95

21.49
21.12

80.18
72.25

35.68
25.81

52.32
39.02

Lower

78.58
78.48

43.54
42.76

60.44
62.05

4.67
4.78

8.61
8.97

43.28
44.50

21.36
20.91

10.25
11.15

26.67
26.06

95.70
86.25

67.54
59.25

83.10
71.32

Upper

95% CI

3-Month Follow-up

Least Square Mean Estimates and Standard Errors for MEMS Cap, Pill Counts, Well-Being, and Intent by Group and Time

MEMS cap measures
Percentage dose adherence
Standard care
Intervention
Percentage days adherence
Standard care
Intervention
Percentage pill-count adherence
Standard care
Intervention
Mental health indicators
RAND Mental Health Inventory
Anxiety
Standard care
Intervention
Depression
Standard care
Intervention
Loss of behavioral/emotional control
Standard care
Intervention
General positive affect
Standard care
Intervention
Emotional ties
Standard care
Intervention
Life satisfaction
Standard care
Intervention
Psychological well-being
Standard care
Intervention
Psychological distress
Standard care
Intervention
Social Provisions Scale
Standard care
Intervention

Table 1.

79.05
74.87

37.33
41.12

58.72
55.21

4.46
4.31

8.34
7.66

41.82
39.71

18.39
20.91

10.03
10.97

22.70
25.23

69.25
78.34

34.25
46.14

59.26
70.35

M

1.47
1.43

2.15
2.07

2.04
1.97

0.17
0.17

0.40
0.39

1.49
1.44

1.05
1.01

0.46
0.44

1.38
1.33

5.35
5.18

4.79
4.91

5.22
5.35

SE

76.17
72.07

33.12
37.06

54.72
51.35

4.13
3.98

7.56
6.90

38.90
36.89

16.33
18.93

9.13
10.11

20.00
22.62

58.76
68.19

24.86
36.52

49.03
59.86

Lower

81.93
77.67

41.54
45.18

62.72
59.07

4.79
4.64

9.12
8.42

44.74
42.53

20.45
22.89

10.93
11.83

25.40
27.84

79.74
88.49

43.64
55.76

69.49
80.84

Upper

95% CI

9-Month Follow-up
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1.52
1.44
0.48
0.45

0.15
0.14
0.18
0.17

5.72
5.42
0.54
0.51

37.56
40.00
7.62
8.54

2.25
2.36
0.99
1.23

216.19
203.26
32.27
30.80

31.21
29.80

204.98
192.64

0.64
0.90

1.96
2.09

6.68
7.66

34.58
37.18

MEMS = Medication Event Monitoring System; CI = confidence interval.

CES Depression total
Standard care
Intervention
Health anxiety
Standard care
Intervention
Alcohol/Drug use
Alcohol
Standard care
Intervention
Marijuana
Standard care
Intervention
Cognitive effects (intent)
Adherence efficacy
Standard care
Intervention
Behavioral intent
Standard care
Intervention
33.32
31.79

227.40
213.88

1.34
1.56

2.54
2.63

8.56
9.42

40.54
42.82

31.81
32.82

220.38
226.87

1.00
1.19

2.34
2.18

7.35
7.49

35.74
36.05

0.58
0.55

6.02
5.77

0.21
0.20

0.15
0.15

0.52
0.49

1.62
1.55

30.67
31.74

208.58
215.56

0.59
0.80

2.05
1.89

6.33
6.53

32.56
33.01

32.95
33.90

232.18
238.18

1.41
1.58

2.63
2.47

8.37
8.45

38.92
39.09

32.61
33.56

228.31
224.46

0.99
1.02

2.38
2.07

7.60
7.67

35.16
36.68

0.47
0.46

6.40
6.18

0.21
0.20

0.18
0.18

0.55
0.54

1.69
1.64

31.69
32.66

215.77
212.35

0.58
0.63

2.03
1.72

6.52
6.61

31.85
33.47

33.53
34.46

240.85
236.57

1.40
1.41

2.73
2.42

8.68
8.73

38.47
39.89
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Table 2. Main Effects, Interactions, and Effect Sizes of Group and Time (Baseline, 3- and 9-Month Follow-up) on Analysis
Variables

Variable
MEMS cap measures
Percentage dose adherence
Percentage days adherence
Percentage pill-count adherence
Mental health indicators
RAND Mental Health Inventory
Anxiety
Depression
Loss of behavioral/emotional control
General positive affect
Emotional ties
Life satisfaction
Psychological well-being
Psychological distress
Social Provisions Scale total score
CES Depression total score
Health anxiety
Alcohol/Drug use
Alcohol
Marijuana
Cognitive effects
Adherence efficacy
Behavioral intent

Time F (df), r

Group F (df), r

Time × Group
Interaction, F(df), r

0.37 (1, 72), .07
1.57 (1, 72), .15
5.36†c (1, 83), .25

0.01 (1, 72), .01
0.03 (1, 72), .02
0.00 (1, 83), .00

4.61† (1, 72), .25
3.64* (1, 72), .22
4.41† (1, 83), .23

0.46
0.85
0.69
0.33
0.13
0.09
0.43
0.60
1.28
0.59
0.46

1.76
1.48
2.46*
2.28*
2.18
0.66
2.39*
1.69
1.63
0.62
0.86

4.14†a (2,
3.38†a (2,
7.75§a,b (2,
4.08†a (2,
0.35 (2,
5.83‡a,b (2,
4.04†a,b (2,
4.62†a,b (2,
11.42§a,b (2,
5.18‡a,b (2,
1.92 (2,

139),
139),
139),
139),
139),
139),
139),
139),
138),
139),
139),

.24
.22
.32
.24
.07
.28
.23
.25
.38
.26
.16

(1,
(1,
(1,
(1,
(1,
(1,
(1,
(1,
(1,
(1,
(1,

139),
139),
139),
139),
139),
139),
139),
139),
138),
139),
139),

.06
.08
.07
.05
.03
.03
.06
.07
.10
.07
.06

(2,
(2,
(2,
(2,
(2,
(2,
(2,
(2,
(2,
(2,
(2,

139),
139),
139),
139),
139),
139),
139),
139),
138),
139),
139),

.16
.14
.19
.18
.17
.10
.18
.15
.15
.09
.11

0.80 (2, 139), .11
0.41 (2, 139), .08

0.21 (1, 139), .04
0.40 (1, 139), .05

1.50 (2, 139), .15
0.41 (2, 139), .08

8.38‡a,b (2, 139), .33
6.27‡b (2, 139), .29

0.26 (1, 139), .04
0.11 (1, 139), .03

3.02† (2, 139), .20
4.72† (2, 139), .25

235

34

230

33.5

225

33

Mean Behavioral Intent

Mean Adherence Efficacy

MEMS = Medication Event Monitoring System; Effect sizes using Pearson’s R.44
*P < .10. †P ≤ .05. ‡P < .01. §P < .001.
a. Baseline mean differs from 3-month follow-up mean (paired t test at P < .03).
b. Baseline mean differs from 9-month follow-up mean (paired t test at P < .03).
c. Three-month follow-up mean differs from 9-month follow-up mean (paired t test at P < .03).

220
215
210
205
200
195
190

32.5
32
31.5
31
30.5
30
29.5

Baseline

FU-3

FU-9

Time
Standard Care

29
Baseline

Intervention

FU-3
Time

Standard Care
Figure 1 Adherence self-efficacy: Time × Group interaction.
Note: Groups did not significantly differ at baseline at the .01 level.

in another adherence study; 7% were unable to comprehend enrollment process; and 7% were not
receiving care at the research site. Of enrolled
120

FU-9

Intervention

Figure 2 Behavioral intent: Time × Group interaction.
Note: Groups did not significantly differ at baseline at the .01 level.

patients, 13 did not provide data at either baseline or
3- or 9-month follow-up assessments. The final sample of 141 provided data at one or more of these time
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points for this study, with 74 patients allocated to the
intervention and 67 receiving standard care.
The mean age of patients was 39.9 years (ranging
from 26-59; SD = 7.05); 82.4% were male. Racial/ethnic
composition was as follows: 47.9% Black/African
American; 23.2% White/Caucasian; 19.0% Latino/
Hispanic; 4.2% mixed race/ethnicity; 1.4% Asian/
Pacific Islander; 2.1% American Indian/Alaskan
Native; 2.2% were missing. Median monthly income was
$1000 (ranging from $180–$3000). The majority of the
patients were not working (77.5%). Medical abstracts
were used to obtain viral load and CD counts. Viral load
(RNA copies per ml) at baseline was as follows: 39.4%
had viral loads of 400 or less; 30.3% were in the 401 to
10 000 category; 13.4% were in the 10 001 to 50 000 category; 8.5% had viral loads of over 50 000; viral load
data were not available for 12 patients, or 8.5%. CD4
counts ranged from 94 to 1618 (M = 474.80, SD =
295.9); CD4 count data were missing for 10 patients
(7.0%). Regarding antiretroviral medication use, the
most frequent medications used by patients were stavudine (52.3%), lamivudine (49.2%), nevirapine (37.5%),
combivir (30.0%), and abacavir (28.1%). In addition,
5% of patients used the single pill 3-drug combination
medication trizivir.

Medication Adherence
MEMS data and pill counts. Overall, by the 9-month
follow-up assessment, dose adherence for the intervention group was 70% based on MEMS and 78%
based on pill counts. The standard care group adherence level was 59% and 69%, respectively.
Repeated measures analyses show significant time
main effects for percentage pill-count adherence, with a
decline from 3-month to 9-month follow-up (see Table
2). Group-by-time interaction effects (the main interest
of the analysis illustrating effects of the intervention)
were noted for all adherence measures. Simple effects
tests for the intervention group showed a significant
increase in percentage dose adherence from 3-month
to 9-month follow-up (simple effects F[1, 72] = 3.76, P =
.05), but no change for the standard care group across
time. A marginally significant (P = .06) group-by-time
effect was noted for percentage days adherent, with a
decline noted for the standard care group from 3month to 9-month follow-up (simple effects F[1, 72] =
5.07, P = .02), and no change across time for the intervention group. Group-by-time effects were also noted
for percentage pill-count adherence, with a decline
noted for the standard care group from 3-month to
9-month follow-up (simple effects F[1, 83] = 9.22,
P < .01), and no change for the intervention group. As
noted earlier, no significant (P < .01) preexisting group

differences were evident at the 3-month follow-up assessment for any of the measures.

Mental Health, Cognitive, and Substance Use
Mental health indicators and affective status. Significant time
main effects were noted for 7 of the 8 RAND Mental
Health Inventory subscales, for Social Provision Scale
total score, and for CES-Depression total score (see
Table 2). No other significant effects (interaction or
group effects) at the .05 level were noted. Post hoc comparisons revealed significant (P < .03) change from baseline to 3-month follow-up, and from baseline to 9-month
follow-up for most measures. Measures associated with
negative affect showed significant declines across time,
whereas those related to positive affect showed increases.
See Table 2 for specific time differences.
Self-efficacy for adherence and behavioral intent. Significant
time main effects were noted for both measures (see
Table 2). Post hoc comparisons on adherence selfefficacy showed significant increases from baseline to
3-month follow-up and from baseline to 9-month follow-up. For behavioral intent, a significant increase
was noted only from baseline to 9-month follow-up.
Significant group-by-time interaction effects were
also noted for both measures (see Figures 1 and 2).
Simple effects tests on adherence self-efficacy for the
intervention group showed significant differences
(simple effects F[2, 139] = 10.16, P < .01) but no differences in the standard care group. Simple comparisons for the intervention group revealed increases in
self-efficacy from baseline to 3-month follow-up (paired
t[139] = 4.29, P < .01), and from baseline to 9-month
follow-up (paired t[139] = 3.35, P < .01). For behavioral
intent, simple effects tests revealed intervention group
differences across time (simple effects F[2, 139] =
10.77, P < .01) but no differences in the standard care
group. Simple comparisons for the intervention group
showed significant increases from baseline to 3-month
follow-up (paired t[139] = 2.98, P < .01) and from baseline to 9-month follow-up (paired t[139] = 4.55, P < .01;
see Figure 2). As noted earlier, no significant (P < .01)
preexisting group differences were evident at the baseline on any of the measures.
Alcohol and marijuana use. No significant group, time,
or interaction effects were noted.

Discussion
Many of the randomized adherence intervention
studies conducted thus far have not even shown
short-term significant effects,12,13 much less long-term
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intervention effects. For the current study, gains
attributable to the intervention were shown on the
cognitive attributes, with marginal improvements
also noted on 3 of the RAND subscales addressing
mental health. In addition, the intervention appears
to have positively affected adherence levels, at least
from the 3- to 9-month follow-up assessments (the
time periods available for our adherence measures).
Resulting effect sizes for the adherence findings
approached a medium effect of .30 (see Table 2),
indicative of moderate intervention influence.44
Adherence self-efficacy and intent to adhere were
both shown to be affected by the intervention.
Compared to the standard care group, patients in the
intervention condition at the 3-month follow-up assessment also had significant increases in self-efficacy for
adherence and behavioral intentions to adhere, and
these findings were sustained through the 9-month follow-up assessment. As noted in the introduction, the
conceptual model for our intervention was based on
social cognitive theory,19 which emphasizes the roles of
self-efficacy beliefs. In this model, behavior change
requires development of self-efficacy, which is acquired
though observation of modeling, guided practice, and
corrective feedback on skill performances—all of which
were utilized throughout the intervention sessions. In
turn, perceived self-efficacy is a major determinant of
behavioral intention. Efficacy beliefs affect performance both directly and by influencing intentions.19
Beyond the impact of the intervention, the overall
adherence levels reached or maintained by the
patients in the intervention were still not sufficient
for virologic control. Successful long-term treatment
of HIV/AIDS requires at least 95% adherence to
HAART to prevent emergence of drug-resistant HIV,
although more recent and potent regimens are yielding better viral suppression at moderate adherence
levels.45 At 9-month follow-up assessment, the intervention group had an average adherence rate of 70%
based on MEMS data (29% were 95% adherent or
higher, compared to only 7.5% of the standard care
group) and 78% based on pill counts. It is clear from
the studies conducted thus far, including this study,
that adherence to HIV antiretrovirals is an extremely
difficult target for behavior change.
One strength of this study is that this sample was
fairly representative of the typical patients seen in all
the AIDS health care facilities throughout greater Los
Angeles in terms of age, sex, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status. However, there are a number of limitations that should be considered for this study. The first
is that there currently is not an acknowledged “gold
standard” measure of adherence—each adherence
measure has both assets and liabilities, and each method
measures a different aspect of adherence.46 Therefore,
122

multiple measures have been considered the most
effective means for evaluating adherence.47 In some
studies, MEMS has been selected as the most informative of the methods,46,48 and that appears to be the case
in this study. Yet patients participating in research
using MEMS devices may actually experience declines
in adherence since their typical delivery system (eg,
pillboxes) has been replaced by such electronic monitoring devices49 and may also suffer from high study
dropout rates.48 Whether such factors influenced the
current study findings is unknown.
Second, the study design for the MEMS and pillcount adherence measures would have been stronger
if measurements had been taken at baseline—unfortunately, various constrictions limited our ability to
make such assessments. A third limitation is that some
patients missed scheduled appointments for pill
counts or forgot to bring their pills. This may not have
been random, and the most noncompliant patients
might have purposely missed appointments or forgotten to bring their pills. Another caveat is that the generalizability of the study results to “like” populations
may be problematic given (a) patients were paid to
participate in the study, thus calling into question
whether the intervention could be successfully implemented with patients not monetarily rewarded; and
(b) those with a psychiatric diagnosis were excluded
from study participation—given the cognitive change
features of the intervention, it is possible the intervention would not be successful with such diagnosed
patients.
In conclusion, as best as we can ascertain, the
behavioral and cognitive behavioral strategies
appeared to be the strongest component of this intervention in terms of driving adherence maintenance
among the intervention group. Therefore, future
studies need to incorporate strong behavioral and
cognitive-behavioral skills training at perhaps a
higher intensity than delivered through this intervention (dosage intensity was not varied within the
current study, nor could dose effects be evaluated in
terms of sessions attended because the majority of
patients [68%] attended 3 to 5 sessions). In addition,
methods of delivery to reduce attrition may be investigated. For example, delivering the intervention
requiring fewer but longer “workshop-style” sessions
may mean more patients receive a higher dosage of
the intervention because they have to attend fewer
sessions. However, longer sessions would allow less
time for patients to work through behavioral homework assignments in their natural settings.
In clinical settings, the implications from this
study would suggest that providers may want to assess
patients’ self-efficacy for treatment adherence early
in the process of prescribing antiretrovirals, as this
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will assist providers in determining how likely it is
their patients will be successful. Patients with low
self-efficacy may need to be referred for case management services that could focus on adherence
intervention. In addition, providers who work to
improve patients’ self-efficacy for adherence may
assist those patients in improving their ability to stick
with their treatment regimen.
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